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Essay Format
The format of an essay is the structure an essay takes. Essay formats vary depending on the essay topic and
objective, but it is standard for essay format to include an introduction with a thesis, a body defending the
thesis, and a conclusion that suggests the implications of what has been discovered through the course of
the essay. Essay formats are not fixed or prescriptive; they should be thought of as flexible models that can
be changed according to the needs of the essay writer.

An essay format will always consist of an introduction, a body, and a conclusion. However, each of those
sections can take many different forms. For instance, in short essays, it is common for the introduction to be
only one paragraph. In essays that are five or more pages, it is common for the introduction to be several
paragraphs. In these types of essay formats, it is common for the first few paragraphs to contextualize the
essay topic by presenting a true or hypothetical situation that personalizes the essay topic or by providing
other means of background information.

The body of an essay is the main section of an essay, and the most variable aspect of essay format. The
body will defend the thesis presented in the introduction in various ways. For instance, it is common in
shorter essays for each point that defends the thesis to be presented in one single paragraph. In longer
essays, these points will sometimes take multiple paragraphs or even pages to develop. Sometimes, the body
of the essay will be organized by fully discussing one topic before moving on to another topic, and
sometimes topics will be discussed alongside each other in the same paragraphs. Either way, it is common
for all essay formats to have the main body progress in an order that places the best or most convincing
points last in the body of the essay in order to build the argument in a climactic way.

The conclusion of an essay can be of varying lengths, but in all essay formats, the conclusion will be
significantly shorter than both the introduction and the main body sections. The conclusion should point to
ways in which the main body of the essay elucidates the topic. Similar to the main body of the essay, the
conclusion of the essay should build in significance so that the best or most convincing points are made at
the end of the conclusion.
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Related posts:

1. Book Report Format  -  A book report often follows a standard format that typically consists of an introductory
paragraph, a few paragraphs presenting a brief summary of the book,...

2. Thesis Format  -  A thesis is a statement or group of statements asserting a text’s main idea, opinion, analysis, or
argument. There are countless theses and possible theses,...

3. Dissertation Format  -  A dissertation is an original, usually book-length research document written by a doctoral student
in the student’s area of study. Dissertations are typically required to...

4. Format Research Paper  -  All students should be aware that there is a specific way to format research papers in order to
make them flow well and meet the...

5. Literature Review Format  -  Every academic document should have its own style and format. The same goes for
literature reviews. Even though literature reviews are largely subjective academic works,...

Premium Essays for Sale Involving "Essay Format"

Paper Title 
:

Spiritual Formation

Summary  : Looks at spiritual formation as a way of growing in Christ through
the power of the Holy Spirit.

Information 
:

3470 words, 14 bibliography sources, academic MLA citation
style  →→  $97.95

Paper Title 
:

Format Rghts and Copyright

Summary  : A debate on whether television format rights are copyrightable.
Information 

:
3952 words, 22 bibliography sources, academic MLA citation
style  →→  $107.95

Paper Title 
:

Research Paper Formats

Summary  : This paper explores the most popular research paper formats,
including: APA, MLA and Harvard.

Information 
:

1415 words, 10 bibliography sources, academic APA citation style
 →→  $47.95

Paper Title 
:

Spiritual Formation

Summary  : Presents a personal plan to develop spiritual formation in
leadership.

Information 
:

2213 words, 6 bibliography sources, academic APA citation style
 →→  $68.95

Paper Title 
:

Formation of Stars

Summary  : An analysis of the processes involved in the formation of stars.
Information 

:
1541 words, 3 bibliography sources, academic MLA citation style
 →→  $50.95

Tags:  essay format, essay format help, essay format writing, essay formats, write an essay format, write
essay formats, writing an essay format, writing essay formats
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Annotated APA Bibliography

High School Research Papers

Random Research Papers, Exam Theses, Classification Reviews, Quantitative Coursework, Argumentative Proposals, etc.:

 Essay Title  : Welding and Structural Strength
 Summary  : A look at the engineering factors affecting structural strength.

 Information  : 2475 words, 5 works cited, written in 2006, analytical / argumentative, quotation format  →→  $97.95

 Essay Title  : Structural Adjustment Programs
 Summary  : A look at the causes and effect of structural adjustment programs on workers in Africa.

 Information  : 12062 words, 20 works cited, written in 2005, analytical / argumentative, MLA quotation format  →→  $233.95

 Essay Title  : Business Structure of McDonald's
 Summary  : Examines the corporate business structure of this fast food chain.

 Information  : 1125 words, 7 works cited, written in 2005, analytical / argumentative, quotation format  →→  $44.95
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 Essay Title  : Kekule and the Structure of Benzene
 Summary  : A discussion on Kekule's structure theory of Benzene.

 Information  : 855 words, 5 works cited, written in 2002, analytical / argumentative, MLA quotation format  →→  $30.95

 Essay Title  : "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions"
 Summary  : An analysis of Thomas Kuhn's "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions" and its influence on postmodern art.

 Information  : 2918 words, 13 works cited, written in 2004, analytical / argumentative, MLA quotation format  →→  $86.95
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